
 

 
 

 

 

Public Programmes Manager 

Our purpose 

Working together with and for Wellington to create remarkable experiences that generate vitality, 

strengthening the city we love. 

Our vision 

Engaged, curious communities. 

To learn more about Experience Wellington visit experiencewellington.org.nz  

Role details 

Group Children, Young People & 
Community Engagement 

Location Wellington 

Reports to Te Tuhono Hāpori  | Director 
Children, Young People & 
Community Engagement 

Financial 
accountability 

Refer financial delegations 
policy 

Special 
requirements 

Ability to work flexible hours to support the delivery of evening and weekend 
programmes and events 

Current driver licence 

Specialist expertise in one of four portfolios; Science, Art, History, Children & 
Young People 

Work focus 

Purpose and outcome 

This role develops, delivers and assesses public programmes that engage diverse audiences and 

brings our experiences to life. 
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Scope and context of what you’ll do 

As a team we are looking to develop a vibrant programme of community engagement and learning 

activities that draws in diverse audiences to understand, enjoy, and form a deeper appreciation of our 

experiences – museum, observatory, gallery exhibitions and Capital E activities.  Each member of the 

team brings different skills and lenses, and holds responsibility for different portfolios (Science, Art, 

History, Children & Young People).  Together our work complements one another, and we work as 

one team supporting the priorities of the all-of-organisation plan at any one time.  

Being audience-centric is at the heart of this role. This requires a deep understanding of audience 

insights – from what our visitors are feeding back to us, to opening up the world of possible new 

audiences. You are familiar with audience information gathered by Experience Wellington, promote 

the importance of audience insights, augment this information with your knowledge of audiences and 

communities specific to your portfolio, and use this research and information to develop public 

programme ideas. You are not afraid to challenge received wisdom about how a museum or 

contemporary art gallery engages with the community. 

You are a key participant in the development of a vibrant single and multi-year programme plan. You 

play a critical role in bringing new and improved programme ideas to the table, and are adept at seeing 

public programmes (and learning) connections across a programme of work spanning all experiences. 

You make a valuable contribution to the planning discussions and help the team and decision-makers 

conceptualise an invigorating programme of community engagement and learning activities. 

The work of the team seamlessly intersects with the wider curatorial and content planning across Art 

& Content teams and the Exhibitions & Project Delivery teams.  As a specialist in the team, you see 

the opportunities of potential and planned curatorial programmes, and partner successfully to bring 

innovation and fresh thinking to ways in which programming brings to life exhibitions, events and 

content for our audiences.  You also partner early with the Fundraising, Marketing and 

Communications Group to ensure your programming ideas are aligned to audience insights and work 

throughout planning processes to leverage the skills of this team in your work.  You establish solid 

collaborative processes with both the Commercial and Visitor Services Teams, ensuring all internal 

stakeholders are involved in the design of programmes from the initial thinking through to the 

development of run sheets, resulting in a ‘no surprises’ internal approach and ensuring smooth 

operational delivery or all audience experiences. 

With a plan of public programming activities confirmed your role is to implement the programmes you 

have responsibility for, and to oversee those being organised by the Public Programmes Specialists. 

The core of your role is developing the detail of the public programmes for, and alongside, 

communities and other delivery partners. You ensure there is a significant focus on delivering a 

programme or event with broad appeal. You work with people and organisations to deliver authentic 

experiences for our audiences – including events, activities, talks, lectures, screenings, performances, 

tours, and different forms of media. Each programme is: meticulously planned so that internal and 

external partners know exactly what is going on, when, and how they will be involved; well publicised 

by providing timely and relevant marketing information; critically evaluated so that the overall 

programme plan can be improved to support our strategic intent; reporting programme statistics of 

interest. In addition, you embrace the journey towards te ao Maori, looking for opportunities to both 

improve your own knowledge, but how to provide a Maori dimension to everything we do. 

You are responsible for the day-to-day support and professional guidance to the Public Programmes 

Specialists and focus on building positive collaborative relationships across the organisation to ensure 

programmes are delivery smoothly and with fantastic audience outcomes and feedback.  
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Key relationships  

Internal Key relationships you have are with those delivering the following services: 

• Information about our audiences – their feedback and organisational 
insights to inform future programmes 

• Project managing the delivery of an exhibition – your role in supporting 
programmes and events designed to showcase the exhibition 

• Promoting our exhibitions – providing material that can be used for 
marketing and promotional material 

• Enhancing our revenue through events – identifying ways to showcase 
our exhibitions through programmes and events to leverage our 
programmes as a source of donations 

• Hosting programmes and events – ensuring security, visitor services, 
environmental control and cleaning requirements are in place 

External You network, and maintain positive working relationships, with other museum 
and gallery programmers, keeping up to date with developments in your 
portfolio, drawing inspiration from their experiences, sharing best practice, and 
bringing all of this intel back to Experience Wellington. 

 You engage with diverse individuals, groups, organisations and communities 
based in Wellington Region, and foster relationships especially relevant to the 
portfolio you hold.   

 You develop and maintain mutually beneficial relationships with mana whenua 
and tangata whenua. 

Qualifications and experience 

In addition to the skill requirements outlined in the next section the following experience is 

specifically required for this position: 

Qualifications 

• A tertiary qualification, ideally in the area of expertise required for your mahi portfolio (Portfolio 
areas are: Science, Art, History and Children and Young People.  

Experience and knowledge 

• Significant experience working in a public programming role within a museum or gallery 
environment (or similar), relevant to the portfolio you hold, where you have developed 
community engagement/public programme initiatives from idea to delivery.  Portfolio areas are: 
Science, Art, History and Children and Young People.  

• Significant experience planning, delivering and reporting on public  programmes at a senior level 

• Proven track record of working alongside communities, delivering programmes which make a 
measurable difference in improving diverse audience engagement  

• Established networks within your area of speciality and the ability to communicate successfully 
with a diverse range of stakeholders internally and externally to facilitate the successful 
implementation of community engagement initiatives.  
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Skills – what you must do well 

Cultural perspective 

A core strategic pou is to ensure we bring a Māori dimension to everything we do. We are committed 

to Te Tiriti o Waitangi and support tangata whenua as kaitiaki. We know we are on a journey to build 

our competency and confidence to engage appropriately in this context. Experience Wellington 

provides the supportive environment to grow capability and you bring willingness and commitment 

to apply what you learn. 

Character 

Honest & open Willing to be open and confident to share views; sees the benefit in raising 
what may be perceived as difficult conversations, but done constructively in 
the right setting. 

Collaborative A team player with supportive, kind and consistently mana-enhancing 
communication 

Curious  Show curiosity, flexibility, and openness in the way you approach your work. 

Self-aware & agile Be aware of your strengths and weaknesses, looking for ways to improve 
skills and adapt approach; take the time to understand different perspectives; 
adapt well in a changing environment. 

Resilient Show composure, grit, and a sense of perspective when the going gets tough. 

General skills 

• Communicate and engage credibly in person and in writing, managing diversity of perspectives 
respectfully. 

• Build and maintain diverse networks of relationships internally and externally that are used to 
progress or deliver work. 

• Coach and support colleagues, imparting knowledge in a way that ensures a positive work 
environment. 

• Lead and implement pieces of work to a successful conclusion. 

• Use your judgement to plan, prioritise and manage work effectively. 

• Self-starter who can operate independently as well as collaboratively. 

• Placing the audience at the centre of work is second nature with a commitment to cultural 
sensitivity. 

Capabilities and expectations  

We’ve provided examples of what we expect of you so that you contribute to Experience 

Wellington’s delivery of our work – mahitahi, talent development, role in the wider sector and 

strategic direction.  
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Te Whakahaere o te Tuku | Delivery Management | How will we turn what we know into 

what we do? 

 

We want you to do things like this: 

1. Be that self-managing person who reliably seeks solutions and gets things done, knowing when 
to check in with your manager. 

2. Deliver on what has been agreed.  

3. Connect your work with others’ work across Experience Wellington, seeking opportunities to 
enhance what you and they do. 

4. Connect audiences and Māori culture when designing, developing and delivering work. 

5. Connect with diverse communities when developing, shaping and delivering work. 

6. Lead pieces of work on your own or with others to a successful conclusion, balancing effort 
required with the need and size of the task, preparing and monitoring work so that others can 
do their job well. 

7. Develop approaches to your work that are evidence-based, identify risks and make 
recommendations.   

8. Manage your workload, juggling priorities and competing demands for yourself and others. 

9. Pro-actively offer to support others when you see they need assistance – mahitahi.  

Te Whakahaere ā Parapara | Talent Management | How am I building talent for the future 

– for Experience Wellington and the arts and culture sector?  

We want you to do things like this: 

1. Build your confidence and capability in te reo, tikanga and Te Tiriti o Waitangi, encouraging 
others to do the same. 

2. Help build our people talent by coaching and supporting others in their work. Encourage people 
to share knowledge, develop their skills, respect each others’ abilities, and support a diverse and 
inclusive workplace. 

3. Develop and improve performance and standards, constructively reviewing others’ work, and 
gently asking the ‘so what’ questions. 

4. Contribute to a positive team culture and safe work environment. 

5. Take every opportunity to learn, and be ready to learn from others. 

6. Be ready to adapt and take the initiative, stepping in if you see help is needed beyond your own 
area of work to enhance our mahitahi approach. 

Te Mana o te Tikanga | Systems Leadership | How do we together build for a better 

Wellington?  

We want you to do things like this: 

1. Build and maintain connections with key people and organisations, extending our networks to 
diverse communities to enrich our work.  

2. Know how to put the audience at the centre of our work. 
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3. Represent Experience Wellington’s work priorities well, using all opportunities to strengthen 
messages we want to convey. 

4. Assist collect and analyse information that is useful for developing organisational performance. 

5. Initiate discussions and generation of ideas about how work could be enhanced in the context of 
the whole organisation.  

6. Keep up with latest practices and developments in your field of work—use them, share them, 
and suggest adopting those that could improve the way we do things. 

7. Adopt wellbeing, health and safety practices in everything we do, every day. 

Mana Rautaki | Strategic Leadership | Where are we going? And how do we get there? 

We want you to do things like this: 

1. Contribute to developing strategy, speaking up about challenges and opportunities you have 
identified in your work.  

2. Reflect the strategic intent in your work to make it real and connect it to the work of others you 
work with.  Discuss strategic context credibly with stakeholders, partners and your team. 

3. Develop and deliver operational plans for your area of function/expertise and projects you are 

assigned to deliver. 

4. Keep your knowledge current about what’s going on in your own specialist area – bringing these 

insights and what it means to discussions. 

5. Support the development of Experience Wellington’s vision, values and strategy, and support 
the Executive Leadership Team implement it. 


